
Quick Start Guide 
Revo-T14

1. Lift up small
handle on side.
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2. Open top cover by lifting up.

3. Press the left and right brackets and lift the front direction board feeder up gently.

4. Load the roll of film onto the film mandrel. (same process for top and bottom mandrels).
a. Unlock the left side, slide roll of film onto mandrel
b. Line up the slot lines, place end cap back on mandrel
c. Tighten the screw with tool provided

a.

b.

c.

Loading film and start up. 
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6. Press the left and right bracket and pull down the bottom tray. Insert bottom film roll to feed as
shown in (d.). Make sure the silver pin is visible.

5. Insert the top film roll
into the bracket with film
facing direction shown.
Make sure the silver pin
is visible.

7. Pull the top and bottom films in direction shown above. Pull films up as shown in (e.) with yellow
arrows.
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d.

e.
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8. Pull top and bottom films from
behind together and align films.

9. Flip down the front direction
board (feeder).

10. Close top cover. 11. Slightly tighten the top film and
lock handle on side.

12. Turn power on and wait until READY
light stops blinking. Press W/CUT
and START/STOP together to start
feeding.

13. Film will fuse together and come
out the back of the machine.
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14. NOTE: If previous setting is correct,
the film should encapsulate after 1.5 - 2ft.
of feeding.
If film is not aligned, please go back to pg 3 
setup.

1. While the L/CUT is still on,
press W/CUT and R Margin
together and you will hear
“tick” sound.

2. Press W/CUT and START/
STOP together.

3. The film will be cut.

4. Auto-feed tray setup for 8.5" x 11" 5. Auto-feed tray setup for 11" x 17"
and 12" x18"

Setting Digital Control for Sheet Cut 
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NOTE: Lift small handle on side when 
laminator is not in use. 

Laminate with L/Cut (for cut sheets)

Laminate without L/Cut (for continuous film)

Press START/STOP button, lamination will start and machine will auto-cut in the back.

Press L/CUT and turn off, press START/STOP button to start. Lamination will start 
without auto-cut at the back of the machine.



Notes
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